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"Greenhouse Gardening: A Beginners Guide" is for anyone who wants to know how to get the most

out of their greenhouse. Whether you want to extend your growing season, grow unusual plants,

grow tomatoes or protect your valued plants from the frost, a greenhouse is an essential item for

any gardener.Greenhouses are incredibly useful but many people do not make the most of their

greenhouse, and it soon either gets filled with clutter or turns into a jungle of uncontrolled plants.

This book provides you with a complete guide to growing any plant in a greenhouse and how to

make the most of this precious space. With the information in this book, you will be able to avoid the

many pitfalls and issues people encounter when buying, building and using their greenhouse,

meaning you will save both money and time!As you read this book, you will learn everything from

choosing the best type of greenhouse for your needs to building the best type of foundation and

even buying used greenhouses. You will learn how a greenhouse can extend your growing season

and allow you to successfully grow plants that would not normally survive where you live. Plus you

will get detailed growing guides for the many of the most popular greenhouse crops.In "Greenhouse

Gardening: A Beginners Guide" you will learn:What to look for when buying a greenhouse whether

new or usedChoosing the best type of glass, flooring, construction material and foundation to

ensure your greenhouse has a long life and stands up to the elementsThe difference between a

greenhouse and a polytunnel/hoop house, and which is best for your needsHow to build a solid

foundation for your greenhouse that stops weeds and keeps in the warmthWhy airflow and cooling

are so vital and how to prevent humidity damaging your plants, avoiding some common plant

diseases found in greenhousesThe best way to heat your greenhouse and the differences between

the different heating systemsHow to irrigate your greenhouse to automatically water your plants and

protect them from heat damageThe difference between growing in the ground versus growing in

containers, and when to use each methodTo secure your greenhouse against the wind and protect

it from damageHow to start seedlings successfully in your greenhouse and grow them on into

healthy plantsGrowing tomatoes, chilies, peppers, citrus plants, squashes, cucumbers, grapes,

tropical plants and more in your greenhouseWhat to do to prepare your greenhouse for the growing

seasonOverwintering your greenhouse and extending your growing season into the colder

monthsAvoiding the potential problems associated with owning a greenhouseDealing with the

potential diseases and pests you will encounter in your greenhouseHow to ensure successful

pollination of your plants are in your greenhouseGrowing year round and producing great yieldsThe

best way to clean your greenhouse to combat diseases and pestsA greenhouse is an essential item

for any gardener, particularly those in cooler areas and can make a big difference between your



tomatoes ripening and you having to make do with fried green tomatoes! When you read this book,

you will avoid the many frustrations a greenhouse owner can face, learning how to use your

greenhouse to get a fantastic harvest every year, no matter what you grow.Enjoy owning your

greenhouse as "Greenhouse Gardening: A Beginners Guide" explains all about the potential pitfalls

and how to avoid them. Discover the many benefits of owning a greenhouse today and how you can

grow your own vegetables, plants, and flowers all year round!
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Perfect book for the beginning greenhouse gardener. Thank you.

great shipping and book

Awesome read and easy to understand.



This is a good little book.

Great!

I had made a previous review of this book with a low rating. The reason for my low rating was not

the book itself, it turned out to be a technical issue that prevented me from seeing the content of the

book. Customer Service took care of this problem once I got around to contacting them and I have

now read through at least most of the book.This is a very informative book if you are considering

getting a greenhouse. I had just set one up and had found a lot of great information about setting up

your greenhouse. Fortunately I had done most things correctly. This book covers everything you will

need to get started and more. Being new to having a greenhouse I still think that people who have

had them for a while would still find useful tips in this book. It covers all of the basics and will more

than prepare you to get started.

This book includes literally everything that you could possibly want to start/run a green house!!! I

would definitely recommend. The author is amazing at telling you what to do through a book!

Really enjoyed reading this book. It will def be a go to book, especially before during & after building

my greenhouse. There is so much info to cover. Good luck growing! Do they say...Go break a

thumb! lol
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